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Charles II issues
a proclamation to
“restrain the spreading of
false news” that is “helping to
nourish an universal jealousie
and dissatisfaction in the minds
of all His Majesties
good subjects”
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The University
of Cambridge’s
Cavendish Laboratory
is founded as a
laboratory for
experimental
physics

Publication of
the Protocols of
the Elders of Zion
in Russia

Publication
of the
Zinoviev
letter

Publication of
Mein Kampf

First known
use of the word
algorithm
to mean
“problem-solving
procedure”

Publication
of Edward
Bernays’ book
Propaganda
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Publication of
Friedrich Hayek’s
The Road to Serfdom,
in which he argues that
government planning,
by stifling individualism,
leads inexorably
to totalitarian control;
the book is widely read

The Nazis
take power
in Germany

G

The first work
is published in the
scientific literature
showing that
substances in cigarette
smoke produce
malignancies when
painted on the backs
of rodents
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Antony Fisher
sets up
the Institute of
Economic Affairs,
the “UK's original free
market think tank”

Publication of
Atlas Shrugged
by Ayn Rand

Publication of
The Selling of
the President

Publication of the report
Pollution Is Everybody’s Business
by H.R. Holland
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Robert Mercer
joins IBM Research to work
on machine translation

Former NSA
cryptologist
Jim Simons
starts quantitative
trading firm
Monemetrics

Publication of
the Black-Scholes
formula

A
Margaret
Thatcher
is elected British
Prime Minister
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Ronald Reagan
is elected US
President
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The Art of the Deal
by Donald Trump
is published,
making him
a household name
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The Soviet Bloc starts to disintegrate
Capitalism has won the propaganda war
There is talk of a peace dividend
due to the reduced need to
spend money on defence
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United States-led coalition forces
launch a massive military
assault on Iraq and on Iraqi forces
stationed in Kuwait

m

Nigel Oakes sets up
Strategic Communication Laboratories (SCL) and,
using the new methodology from the
Behavioural Dynamics Institute,
runs election campaigns and
national communication campaigns
for a range of governments

The European
Research Group,
a Eurosceptic
All Party
Parliamentary Group
with a low tax agenda,
is founded

A peer-reviewed study
by Exxon scientists concludes
that “the body of evidence...
now points towards a
discernible human influence
on global climate”

The Heritage Foundation
sets up Townhall.com,
the first conservative
web community

Am

Netflix launches
Neo-fascist Russian
political scientist
Aleksandr Dugin publishes
The Foundations of Geopolitics
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The
dotcom bubble
bursts

w

Paypal
co-founder
Peter Thiel
sets up big data
analysis company
Palantir

Amazon posts its
first ever profit,
a fourth-quarter
net profit of
$5,000,000

U

YouTube
launches
Seventh
hottest year
on record

Facebook
launches

Apple
launches
the iPhone
Andrew Breitbart sets up
Breitbart News Network
as a conservative counterweight
to the Huffington Post

Twitter
is founded
Google buys
YouTube

Former Tory chancellor
Nigel Lawson founds the
Global Warming Policy Foundation
to combat
“extremely damaging and harmful policies”
designed to mitigate climate change
Eighth hottest year on record
The COP15 UN climate negotiations fail to achieve
a post-Kyoto agreement

Credit Crunch –
banks stop lending any money
The global financial system
grinds to a halt

Apple introduces its
natural-language personal
assistant Siri, which builds
on the foundations laid by
the team that Robert Mercer
was part of at IBM

Instagram launches
Fifth hottest year on record

Facebook
buys Instagram
Tenth hottest year
on record

In an attempt to
unite the Conservative Party
and settle the European question,
David Cameron promises an “In-Out” referendum on the EU
if he wins the 2015 general election
Sixth hottest year
on record

Steve Bannon launches
Breitbart London and appoints
climate change denialist James Delingpole
as chief executive; Delingpole in turn appoints
former Nigel Farage aide
Raheem Kassam
as managing editor

Facebook buys
WhatsApp and Oculus VR
Fourth hottest year
on record

The COP21 climate summit fails to agree
a legally binding deal to cut global carbon emissions
The carbon reduction commitments made by countries
ahead of the summit are only enough to
keep global temperature increase
to a catastrophic 4° C

Second hottest year
on record

The earth is now
as hot as it has been for 115,00 years
The last time the Earth was this warm,
sea level is thought to have been
20-30ft higher than at present
Atmospheric carbon dioxide
level is 400 ppm
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Russian military spending is $69,000,000,000
US military spending is $611,000,000,000
(as much as the next fourteen countries
put together)
Amazon, Google, Microsoft, Facebook, IBM and Baidu have
extracted and processed much of the
world’s data

Third hottest
year on record
Global carbon dioxide
emissions are
32 billion tonnes

Floods devastate Pakistan, Nepal and
Bangladesh, affecting 41 million people
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria causewidespread
flooding and damage in Texas, Florida and the Caribbean
A five-year drought kills over 100 million trees
in California and is followed by wildfires
that burn 170,000 acres

UK Generation Identity launches,
advocating ethnic cleansing (‘remigration’)
and the ‘reconquista’ of social spaces from
ideas of multiculturalism and diversity

The CEO of the
National Cyber Security Centre
reports that Russian interference
over the past the year has included attacks
on the UK media, telecommunication
and energy sectors

Amazon,
having spent over 20 years
amassing enormous amounts of user data,
unveils its cloud-based artificial intelligence services,
including systems for recognising objects in images
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The Cavendish where James
Watson and
Francis Crick will
later map the
structure of DNA
- becomes the
site of the first
lab devoted to
the field of what
comes to be
known as
psychometrics
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The forged
anti-Semitic text
purports to
describe a Jewish
plan for global
domination
It is translated
into multiple
languages and
disseminated
internationally at
the beginning of
anti-Jewish
pogroms in the
Russian Empire
during which
thousands of Jews
are killed or flee
the country

FIRST
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1672

1855

1866

1903

1914

As the Labour Party
increases in popularity,
members of the
intelligence services
forge links with
right-wing journalists
and Tory MPs to
challenge policies that
would mean a
redistribution of power
and wealth
They forge the “Zinoviev
letter”, a fake directive
from Moscow to British
communists instructing
them to mobilise
“sympathetic forces” in
the Labour Party, and
feed it to officers of the
Conservative Party
It is then passed on to
the Daily Mail which
publishes it just ahead
of the general election
The Labour Party loses
by a landslide

1918 1924

Hitler writes that,
to be effective,
propaganda must
focus on a few simple
slogans appealing to
“the primitive
sentiments of the
broad masses”
He goes on to exploit
developments in
radio and
microphone
technology to
disseminate his
ideology

The book
outlines how
skilled
practitioners
can use crowd
psychology,
symbolic
action and
propaganda to
manipulate
public
sentiment and
behaviour

Hitler becomes chancellor in a Conservative-led coalition government
The Nazis resurrect the term Lügenpresse
They stoke fear of a “Communist uprising” and use it as a pretext to eradicate
freedom of press, speech and assembly; officials can read people's mail, listen
to telephone conversations, and search private homes at will
By July the Nazis have dissolved all other political parties
and the Reich Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda, directed
by Joseph Goebbels, controls the newspapers, magazines, books, public
meetings, rallies, art, music, films and radio
The regime distinguishes fanciful, imaginary "Jewish science", including
relativity and quantum mechanics, from realistic, practical "Aryan science"
In Russia, Stalin has astronomers killed for taking a non-Marxist line on
sunspots
Hitler says: "A new era of magical explanation of the world is rising, an
explanation based on will rather than knowledge. There is no truth, in either
the moral or the scientific sense."
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The six major
tobacco companies
respond by
initiating a public
relations campaign
to cast doubt on
the research
The tobacco
industry uses PR
firm Hill &
Knowlton to
create the Tobacco
Industry Research
Committee,
pioneering the
practice of
commissioning
apparently
"independent"
research as a
strategy to support
its public relations
goals

The novel is an
exposition of
Objectivism, her
philosophy of rational
individualism, and
reads like a Mills &
Boon novel written by
Milton Friedman
In the Objectivist
utopia featured in the
book, everything has a
cash price and the
word “give” is forbidden
One of her disciples is a
young man called Alan
Greenspan
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The book follows
Richard Nixon's 1968
campaign and
introduces readers to
the political
operatives marketing
the presidential
candidate like
consumer goods
By using focus groups,
Nixon's campaign is
able to tailor his pitch
for different regions
and demographics
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Holland is a chemical
engineer responsible
for environmental
protection at Esso
subsidiary Imperial Oil
His report cites a 1969
study describing the
connection between
burning fossil fuels, an
increase in
atmospheric carbon
dioxide and the
potential effects this
will have on future
weather patterns and
global temperature
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His team downloads
enormous quantities of
dual-language documents
and writes code to analyse
them and detect patterns,
enabling predictions of
probable translations
This method goes on to
form the basis of
modern-day
speech-recognition
software and tools such as
Google Translate and Siri
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1945

1947

1953

1955

1957

1968
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1972

Quantitative trading
relies on
mathematical
computation and the
analysis of enormous
amounts of data to
assess probabilities
for the direction of
securities prices in
any given market and
thus identify trading
opportunities
The firm goes on to
use computer-based
models to predict
price changes in
easily traded
financial instruments

The formula enables traders to
calculate prices for derivatives
based on the value and
volatility of the underlying
asset, leading to a huge
expansion of the worldwide
derivatives market
The Heritage Foundation is
founded to "formulate and
promote conservative public
policies based on the
principles of free enterprise,
limited government,
individual freedom, traditional
American values, and a strong
national defense."
It goes on to become a fervent
opponent of the Kyoto
protocol and run a searchable
online database of "policy
experts" such as infamous
climate change denialist
Fred Singer
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The Weekly World
News tabloid launches
in the US with the
slogan "Nothing but
the truth: The Weekly
World News!"
It publishes sightings
of Elvis, Hitler, aliens,
stories of rescues by
ghost pets and the like

On various occasions during
his presidential campaign
Reagan tells an epic story of
World War II courage and
sacrifice; this turns out to be a
scenario from the film A Wing
and A Prayer
Esso subsidiary Imperial Oil
produces a report stating a link
between burning fossil fuels
and “the potential problem of
CO2 in the atmosphere”
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CNN becomes the first 24-hour
news channel
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Ronald Reagan apologises for
misleading the public about
IranContra, saying “A few months
ago I told the American people I
did not trade arms for hostages.
My heart and my best intentions
still tell me that's true, but the
facts and the evidence tell me
it is not.“
Alan Greenspan becomes head of
the US Federal Reserve, the US
equivalent of the Bank of England
He is a fervent advocate of
free-market capitalism and
believes that financial markets
can be trusted to regulate
themselves
Nigel Oakes joins Saatchi &
Saatchi as Senior Producer
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Exxon and Mobil are both
founding members of the Global
Climate Coalition, an industry
front group created to sow doubt
abut the science of climate
change which goes on to
campaign vigorously against the
Kyoto Protocol
Global carbon dioxide
emissions are 22 billion tonnes
After being sacked by The Times
for making up quotes for a front
page story, Boris Johnson
becomes the Daily Telegraph’s
Brussels correspondent and
promptly begins to issue false
stories (i.e. lies) about the EU
threatening pink British sausages
and prawn cocktail crisps
Other British newspapers
gleefully follow suit
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For the first time, Western audiences
can watch live war coverage; camera
crews are “embedded” with
American troops and the coverage
focuses on “surgical strikes” rather
than Iraqi troops being buried alive
in their trenches or burnt to death in
their tanks
Jean Baudrillard writes "Just as
wealth is no longer measured by the
ostentation of wealth but by the
secret circulation of capital, so war is
not measured by being unleashed
but by its speculative unfolding in
an abstract, electronic and
informational space."

Shock Therapy economic “reforms”
are forced on Russia, with mass
privatisations and the lifting of price
controls
These free market policies lead to
widespread poverty and a drop in
life expectancy, although new
oligarchs such as Roman
Abramovich grow extremely rich
after buying up underpriced state
enterprises

1991

It is revealed that Nayirah is the daughter
of the Kuwaiti ambassador to the United
States, and that her testimony was made
up (i.e. lies) as part of a campaign run by
PR firm Hill & Knowlton for the Kuwaiti
government
The Weekly World News reports that a
secret NASA satellite has discovered
"thousands maybe even millions of voices
emanating from the black hole at the
centre of the galaxy and all singing
'Glory, glory, glory to the Lord on high'
over and over again”
Vladimir Surkov launches the first ad
campaign for Mikhail Khodorkovsky,
Russia’s best-looking oligarch
It shows Khodorkovsky holding out
bundles of cash and is both the first time a
Russian company has used the face of its
own owner as the brand and the first time
wealth has been advertised as a virtue
w

m

Representatives from Citizens
for a Sound Economy meet staff
from tobacco company Philip
Morris and propose joining forces,
using funding from the Koch
brothers and Philip Morris to create
anti-tax front groups and battle any
tax that moves
Renaissance Technologies recruits
Robert Mercer and Peter Brown
from IBM to deploy their skills with
algorithms in the financial markets
Steve Bannon is hired as a
financial adviser for Biosphere 2, a
self-contained ecological
experiment under a giant dome in
the Arizona desert
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A Global Climate Coalition
internal memo drafted by
Mobil Oil states that: “The
scientific basis for the
Greenhouse Effect and the
potential impact of human
emissions of greenhouse
gases such as CO2 on
climate is well established
and cannot be denied.”

Exxon continues to spend tens of
millions of dollars placing editorials
in the New York Times and other
influential papers casting doubt on
the scientific consensus about
climate change
The range of data available about
most voters is limited to what is on
public electoral rolls; campaigns
can isolate archetypes but can’t
identify the individuals in each
cluster to contact them directly
During the US election campaign
an average of 98 minutes per night
Is devoted to coverage of issues - as
opposed to talking points that the
candidates select to promote their
own causes - across the three main
networks ABC, CBS and NBC

The Institute for Economic
Affairs helps to organise
the first major climate
change denial conference
in Britain
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The Foundations of Geopolitics recommends a
programme of subversion, destabilisation, and
disinformation spearheaded by Russian special services
and assisted by a hard-headed utilisation of Russia's gas
and oil to pressurise other countries
Suggestions include cutting the UK off from Europe,
promoting nationalist movements such as the Front
National, annexing the Ukraine, allying with Iran, creating
geopolitical shocks within Turkey by way of the Kurds,
Armenians and other minorities, and fuelling isolationism,
instability and separatism within the borders of the United
States "actively supporting all dissident movements –
extremist, racist, and sectarian groups, thus destabilising
internal political processes in the U.S."
Dugin calls his doctrine Neo-Eurasianism
The Kyoto Protocol is drafted; it commits industrialised
countries to reducing their greenhouse gas emissions by
5% of 1990 levels by 2012
Exxon releases a statement saying “The science of climate
change is too uncertain to mandate a plan of action that
could plunge economies into turmoil.”
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The US withdraws from the Kyoto
Protocol
George Bush launches the “War on
Terror”, which is as effective at reducing
conflict as the “War on Drugs” is at
reducing addiction and crime
The amount of military spending going
to private contractors such as Kellogg
Brown and Root increases mightily;
figures such as US vice-president Dick
Cheney get even richer from these
contracts
Seeing this increase in spending, SCL
expands the range of services it can sell
to governments
Alan Greenspan’s post-dotcom and 9/11
interest rate cuts lead to a housing boom
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SCL relaunches as a specialist in “psychological
warfare,” designing communications to demotivate
military opponents and influence civilian
populations in conflict areas
It is the first private company to provide “psyops” to
the military
Aleksandr Dugin is invited to speak at a meeting
of the British New Right group
Around 50% of Americans say they have a great
deal or a fair amount of trust in the mass media;
there are 54,100 full-time journalists in the US
PR agency Porter Novelli, on behalf of its client Sky
Travel, writes a press release identifying “blue
Monday” as the most depressing day of the year
and so an ideal time to book your holiday, and
offers money to various academics to put their
name to it
Further Education tutor Cliff Arnall takes the cash,
saying later that this is "to inspire people to take
action and make bold life decisions"

Citizens for a Sound
Economy splits into two new
organisations, FreedomWorks
and Americans for Prosperity
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The Mercer Family
Foundation is set up with an
initial endowment of
$500,000; most of its grants
go to medical research and
conventional charities
The Weekly World News starts
publishing a disclaimer for the
first time, stating that "the
reader should suspend
disbelief for the sake of
enjoyment."

Palantir’s sole initial investor is the CIA’s
venture capital fund In-Q-Tel and its initial
clients are government agencies such as
the NSA, CIA and FBI; the company goes on
to market products that can be used by
private companies to monitor employee
communications
The “dodgy dossier” about Saddam
Hussein having weapons of mass
destruction “that can reach the UK in 45
minutes” is used as a pretext to invade Iraq,
leading to a fifteen years and counting
occupation, 500,000 dead Iraqis, the
creation of Al Qaeda Iraq which morphs
into ISIS/Daesh, the implosion of Syria, 9
million Syrians displaced, terrorist attacks in
mainland Europe and Africa...but hey, Tony
Blair really sincerely believed it was the
right thing to do, and you can’t blame a
guy for that

This is also the first
ever profit posted by
an online retailer
The US Defense
Department’s venture
capital fund is
investing in Silicon
Valley
Atmospheric carbon
dioxide level is
375ppm
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A co-ordinating
organization of fascist
parties and groups
called the European
National Front
launches
Global GDP is
$51.36 trillion

There is a $3,000,000,000,000 market in
sub-prime mortgages
The market for derivatives and other
products associated with sub-primes is
twenty times as big – greater than total
global GDP
Interbank interest rates increase sharply
Unable to borrow because of its
over-exposure to US sub-prime mortgages,
Northern Rock goes bust and is bailed out by
the UK government which takes on its
£100,000,000,000 of debt
The Estonian government removes a
memorial of a Russian soldier from the centre
of Tallin and subsequently experiences a
serious and co-ordinated cyber attack against
government websites, banks, and the media
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Georgia’s pro-Western government sends
troops into South Ossetia, a breakaway republic
backed by Moscow
Russia initiates military and cyber attacks
Georgia’s internal communications are
effectively shut down
Russia denies sending its army to attack
Georgia, saying that the soldiers are
volunteering and that it has only sent in
peacekeepers
Around 2008 SCL launches SCL Social, a
non-profit division focused on changing
behaviour for humanitarian ends, still under the
rubric of what its employees call “psyops”
During the US election campaign an average of
220 minutes per night is devoted to coverage of
issues across the three main networks

At Cambridge University, David
Stillwell and Michal Kosinski launch
the myPersonality quiz which goes
viral on Facebook
Users are scored on the “big five”
personality traits – Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extroversion,
Agreeableness and Neuroticism
(OCEAN) – and, in exchange, 40% of
them consent to give access to their
Facebook profiles
This provides a way of measuring
personality traits across the
population and correlating scores
with Facebook “likes” for millions of
people
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The British government spends £1,200,000,000,000
bailing out the banks
Public sector pay is frozen; bankers retain their bonuses
Start of Operation Optic Nerve: GCHQ, with aid from the
US National Security Agency, harvests private webcam
images from millions of internet users, regardless of
whether or not they are an intelligence target
Many of the captured images are of a sexual nature
The Mercer Family Foundation, under the supervision
of Rebekah Mercer, begins giving millions of dollars to
interconnected conservative non-profit groups,
donating $1,000,000 to the Heartland Institute, a
conservative think-tank known for its efforts to discredit
mainstream science on climate change, and making the
first of many contributions to a group called the Media
Research Center whose website states that its “sole
mission is to expose and neutralize the propaganda arm
of the Left: the national news media.”
The Mercer Family Foundation gives five times as
much money in 2008 as in 2007

The five essential pillars of a right-wing movement network as described
by Rich Fink are all funded and in place by spring 2009:
the Sam Adams Alliance to direct grassroots efforts;
the Franklin Center for Government and Public Integrity to direct
propaganda efforts in state capitals across the United States;
the State Policy Network to co-ordinate funding and free-market policies
at state-based think tanks;
hundreds of grants from the Koch foundations to American universities
that are linked through the State Policy Network;
and the Center for Sound Economy’s successor, Americans for
Prosperity, to provide national co-ordination
The US Securities and Exchange Commission investigates complaints from
customers of Renaissance Technologies’ two public investment funds
that they are only getting a 9% return on investment, less than a quarter of
the 40% returns for the company’s highly secretive Medallion fund which
is only open to Renaissance employees
Renaissance CEO Jim Simons resigns, making Robert Mercer and his
former IBM colleague Peter Brown joint CEOs
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In a court case initiated by David Bossie about whether
Political Action Group Citizens United can show a film
attacking Hillary Clinton, the U.S. Supreme Court rules
that independent political spending is protected by the
First Amendment; this and several subsequent rulings
open the door for unlimited election spending by
individuals and corporations, most of which ends up
being funnelled through superPACs
Power starts to shift from the two main political parties
toward a tiny group of rich mega-donors
Following the Citizens United court decision, Rebekah
Mercer decides it is time to “save America from becoming
like socialist Europe” and starts attending Koch events
Robert Mercer funds one of the country’s first superPACs
to support the congressional bid of Arthur Robinson, a
research chemist with a collection of thousands of vials of
human urine who claims his work holds the key to
extending the human lifespan; according to his monthly
newsletter, nuclear radiation can be good for you and
climate science is a hoax

Building on public resentment of the bailout and funded by
the Kochs, “grassroots organisation” the Tea Party successfully
argues that the financial crisis was brought about by Big
Government rather than Big Finance
It goes on to field ultra-conservative candidates against
establishment Republicans in many congressional districts,
splitting the party into two camps
A new UK law stipulates that unincorporated associations
which donate over £25,000 in a calendar year must register
with the Electoral Commission and report any donation
over £7,500
This is to prevent them from being used as fronts for funding
from figures wanting to avoid public scrutiny
The average age of the BBC1 audience is 52
Kyrgyzstan removes an American military base after Russian
hackers shut down two of the country’s four internet service
providers with a DDOS attack; the country subsequently
receives $2,000,000,000 in Russian aid and loans
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The Lib Dems form a coalition government with the
Conservative Party; part of their price for this is a
referendum on proportional representation
17 out of 23 cabinet members are millionaires
The new government successfully argues that the UK’s
deficit was brought about by high Labour public spending
rather than by the bank bailout necessitated by the financial
crisis and the decline in tax revenues due to the
subsequent recession
The Labour Party completely fails to challenge this narrative
George Osborne’s ideologically driven austerity programme
sends the UK into a double dip recession
Public services are cut; bankers retain their bonuses
The uneven consequences of the financial crisis do not
inspire trust in the establishment
During the US mid-term elections, Facebook conducts
experiments with a “voter megaphone” on 61 million users,
showing them different versions of an “I Voted” button
or no button
Researchers estimate that the campaign has increased
turnout by 340,000 people, enough to swing entire states
and even national elections

Richard Spencer becomes president of the
National Policy Institute
Under his guidance, it helps lead the North American crusade
for what Spencer calls “identitarianism” - an ideology with its
roots in the French far-right which posits that identity (in this
case, racial) is the crux of any political, religious, or
political movement
His webzine Alternative Right helps bring the term “alt-right”
to the Internet’s attention; contributors include
Aleksandr Dugin
The Mercers have joined forces with oil billionaires Charles
and David Koch, eventually contributing over
$25,000,000 to the Kochs’ fund
They meet Andrew Breitbart; he introduces them to Steve
Bannon who becomes their de facto political adviser
Encouraged by Bannon, Robert Mercer invests $10,000,000
in Breitbart News; one of the deal’s provisions places Bannon
on Breitbart’s board
Citizens United head David Bossie introduces Bannon to
Donald Trump, who is thinking about running against Obama
Breitbart starts giving Trump airtime, especially the “birther
thing” – Trump’s false claim (i.e. lie) that Obama was not born
an American citizen and so is ineligible to be president
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Matthew Elliott is campaign
director of the anti-proportional
representation NOtoAV campaign
No2AV avoids discussing the rights
and wrongs of different voting
systems and instead claims that
the new system will cost
£250,000,000 which the UK
should spend on maternity wards
and body armour instead
The figure quoted includes the
£90,000,000 cost of holding the
referendum itself and the one-off
£130,000,000 cost of buying new
voting machines
Russia is cultivating contacts with
the UK far right, inviting them to
Russia to speak at conferences and
monitor elections

2010

w

After the death of Andrew Breitbart, Steve Bannon
becomes Breitbart’s executive chairman and quickly
improves the website’s finances
Ads start to appear directly on Facebook users’ news feeds
for the first time
Facebook becomes an essential tool for political campaigns
that want to target potential voters
Its large sales staff helps campaigns in spreading their messages,
increasing engagement and getting immediate feedback on how
they are performing
Steve Bannon and Peter Schweizer co-found the
Government Accountability Institute (GAI) with $2,000,000 of
Robert Mercer’s money; Rebekah Mercer is appointed
to the board
The GAI plans to exploit the mainstream media’s growing inability
to finance investigative reporting by doing it for them, searching
the Deep Web for dirt on politicians
First US presidential campaign in which SuperPACs are allowed;
by the beginning of August SuperPACs have collected more than
$316,000,000 and paid out $181,217,665
The Mercer Family Foundation donates $2,000,000
to Citizens United
After Obama is re-elected, Rebekah Mercer decides the Koch
network is full of “fools”

During Hurricane Sandy, the
deadliest and most destructive
hurricane of the 2012 Atlantic
hurricane season, outlets such as
NBC and CNN pick up and report as
fact a claim from an anonymous
Twitter account that the New York
Stock Exchange is under 3 feet
of water
The neo-fascist organisation
Generation Identity is active in
France, Germany, Hungary, Austria
and elsewhere in continental Europe
It claims to represent “indigenous
Europeans” and propagates the
far-right conspiracy theory that
white people are becoming a
minority in what it calls the “Great
Replacement”
73% of all Americans
use search engines;
66% of users say search engines
are a fair and unbiased source
of information

The main way anyone finds news online is via Google;
the Google algorithm favours clarity, and newsrooms
tailor their headlines accordingly
A survey of US Facebook users finds that 62% of them
believe that Facebook instantly shares everything
they post with all of their friends
Oil tycoon William Lee Hanley shares poll data with
Mercer and Bannon that shows mounting anger toward
wealthy élites, who many Americans believe have corrupted
the government so that it serves only their interests, and a
hunger for a populist Presidential candidate to run against
the major political parties and the ruling class; former
Roy Cohn associate Roger Stone later forwards a memo
about this research to Donald Trump
In recognition of Exxon’s close ties with Russia
and state-sponsored oil company Rosneft,
Vladimir Putin gives Exxon CEO Rex Tillerson the
Order of Friendship Award
Between 2012 and 2013 Steve Bannon has been paid
$450,000 in consulting fees by Citizens United
The Internet Research Agency, located at 55 Savushkina
Street in St. Petersburg, employs more than 600 people
across Russia and has an annual budget of $10,000,000

Cambridge University psychologist and data scientist Michal Kosinski
releases a study announcing a new model he and his colleagues have
been developing; by correlating subjects' Facebook likes with their
OCEAN scores the team can identify an individual's gender, sexuality,
political beliefs and personality traits based only on what they have liked
on Facebook
His PhD is funded by Boeing, a major US defence contractor
Christopher Wylie joins SCL Group as research director and subsequently
recruits Jeff Silvester to set up AggregateIQ in Canada to work on SCL
and, later, Cambridge Analytica projects
SCL sets up a subsidiary, Cambridge Analytica, funded to the tune of
$5,000,000 by Robert Mercer
SCL is retained by government ministers in Trinidad and Tobago to
develop a micro-targeting programme and brings in AggregateIQ to
build the targeting platform
The company proposes to capture citizens’ browsing history en masse,
recording phone conversations and applying natural language
processing to the recordings to construct a national police database,
complete with scores for each citizen on their propensity to
commit crime
Palantir consults with Cambridge Analytica regarding the Trinidad
project and later political work in the US; the company, which is trusted to
handle vast datasets on UK and US citizens for GCHQ and the NSA as well
as many other countries, decides a formal arrangement is too much of a
reputational risk
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Cambridge Analytica works for John Bolton’s superPAC; Bolton’s committee
agrees to communicate over satellite-television systems like Dish and DirecTV
which permit ads to be assigned differently to specific subscribers
The company advises Bolton’s team on the design of six different short ads; one ad,
targeted at voters modelled to be conscientious and agreeable, shows Bolton
standing outdoors on a bright day, matter-of-factly addressing the need to “leave a
stronger, safer America for our children”
In another, aimed at neurotics, Bolton is replaced by storm clouds, foreigners
burning American flags, and an admonition to “vote like your life depends on it”
In mid-2014 Facebook terminates the friends access feature
Cambridge Analytica pitches to Russian oil and gas company Lukoil with an
outline of its datasets, capabilities and methodology, focusing on
election disruption techniques
After the pro-Kremlin Viktor Yanukovych is removed as president of Ukraine, Russia
annexes the Crimea; Ukraine’s banks, transport systems and energy grid experience
massive cyber attacks
A number of governments apply sanctions such as a total ban on food imports from
the EU, approved by both the US and the EU; the sanctions contribute to the
collapse of the rouble and start a Russian financial crisis
Russian fake news propagators begin dripfeeding social media networks in
Europe with divisive fake news stories centring around nationalist ideals and
xenophobia
These are spread by far-right nationalist groups such as Britain First
The rise in fake news correlates with a growth in right-wing party activity
throughout Europe, a growing anti-EU movement and rising xenophobia
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The Mercer Family Foundation gives
$24,500,000 to ultraconservative organisations
Traffic to news sites from Facebook has
overtaken traffic from Google, favouring
conversational content and partisan headlines
that people will share through outrage
Facebook builds advertising tools to target
specific groups of users according to the
preferences and interests revealed by their
Facebook activity
Russian hackers penetrate Democratic party
computers and gain access to the personal emails
of Democratic officials which are later distributed
to the global media by WikiLeaks
There are 32,900 full-time journalists in the US
Where print journalists used to just produce
written stories for a printed publication,
newsrooms now produce text, video, web
content, chat, material for social platforms,
and more
This means less time per story and fewer
resources available for finding news first-hand
Around 25,000 people attend a PEGIDA march in
Dresden, chanting “Lügenpresse, halt die
Fresse" (“lying press, shut your mouth”)

UK television viewing time has dropped 10% since 2012
13.5 million people live in poverty in the UK, 21% of the
population; since 2005, the number of families who live in
poverty while having one or more adults in work has increased
from 2 million to 7.4 million
The Conservative Party still wins the UK general election
The Democratic Unionist Party wins eight seats and becomes
the fourth biggest party in Westminster, for a total election
spend of £58,000
Russia enters the Syrian conflict, contributing to a major
humanitarian crisis
The right-wing nationalist Law and Justice party wins an
outright majority in the Polish general election
The World National Conservative Movement launches;
participants include Golden Dawn, Jobbik, the Finns Party, the
British National Party and the US’s American Freedom Party
Climate change denialist Nigel Lawson announces that he
will lead the Conservative campaign to leave the EU
Matthew Elliott becomes chief executive of Vote Leave,
the official organisation advocating a Leave vote in the
EU referendum
Leave.EU launches, led by Nigel Farage and backed by Arron
Banks; Cambridge Analytica Business Development Director
Brittany Kaiser sits on the press conference panel at its launch
and says that the company will be running large-scale research
for Leave.EU

2015

Due to a change in its
algorithms, news sites enjoy a
boom in traffic from Facebook
Researchers Robert Epstein and Ronald
E. Robertson ask undecided voters to
use search engines to learn about
upcoming elections
The search engines are programmed to
skew the search results by listing links
for the favoured candidate at the top;
the higher an item appears on a list of
search results, the more users trust it
These search results increase the
number of undecided voters
choosing the favored candidate by
48% compared to a control group

During the Nigerian general election Cambridge
Analytica distributes a video with imagery of
people being dismembered, burned alive and
having their throats cut, in order to portray
Muhammadu Buhari as a supporter of sharia law
who will brutally suppress dissenters and negotiate
with militant Islamists
After being banned from several online networks,
the company directs AggregateIQ to target voters
with the video; a former AggregateIQ employee
later describes it as “voter suppression of the most
crude and basic kind.”
Buhari still wins
From November 2015 onwards Russian
ambassador Alexander Yakovenko invites Arron
Banks and Leave.EU communications director
Andy Wigmore to multiple events and meetings
in the run-up to the EU referendum
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Facebook adjusts its newfeed algorithm, causing a
42% drop in publishers' reach on the network
By March, Donald Trump has picked up media
coverage which would have cost $2,000,000,000
in ad buys - almost 3 times as much as Clinton, and
six times as much as Mercer-backed Republican
rival Ted Cruz
Trump confidant and Roy Cohn associate Roger
Stone meets a Russian who offers him damaging
information about Hillary Clinton for $2,000,000
Stone later claims to have ‘back channel
communications’ with Julian Assange during the
presidential campaign
The SuperPAC Keep the Promise 1, heavily funded
by the Mercers, changes its name to Make
America Number 1 and shifts from supporting Ted
Cruz to supporting Trump
Robert Mercer donates $13,500,000 to the Trump
campaign, which pays over $6,000,000 to
Cambridge Analytica to help it target swing voters
Citing his links with Russia, Rebekah Mercer
persuades Trump to sack Paul Manafort as
campaign manager, replace him with Steve
Bannon and hire pollster Kellyanne Conway from
Make America No. 1

Turner Broadcasting, the Time-Warner subsidiary that owns
CNN, announces a range of “industry-leading native advertising
solutions”, including “smart ad placement” in which algorithms
place labelled ads “in the style of CNN editorial content,
...directly in editorial streams of content and alongside relevant
CNN editorial videos and articles” - i.e. the ads look like CNN
content, but with labels
During the US election campaign, an average of 32 minutes
per night is devoted to coverage of issues across the three main
networks, mostly focused on terrorism and foreign policy
towards the Middle East; trade, healthcare, climate change,
drugs, poverty, guns, infrastructure and the deficit are
barely mentioned
During the campaign, YouTube recommends speeches by
Trump over speeches by Clinton 95% of the time; 551 of the top
1000 recommended YouTube videos favour Trump and 92
favour Clinton
Claims made about Clinton in the videos include that she is
having a secret sexual relationship with Yoko Ono
In September John Mattes, who runs a Facebook page for
Bernie Sanders supporters, notices a surge of new adherents
with false profiles
An “Oliver Mitov” with almost no friends or photos belongs to
16 pro-Sanders groups and posts fake news stories about Hilary
Clinton, successfully discouraging some Sanders supporters
from voting
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US media company NPR records the highest traffic in
the history of its website thanks to its live
fact-checking of the first presidential debate; by the
following morning at least 6 million people have
looked at the annotated transcript
Factchecking site PolitiFact racks up 3.5 million page
views in the 24 hours after the debate, getting more
traffic in one day than it did in entire months during
the 2012 presidential campaign
Hours after the release of a tape in which Trump can
be heard boasting about groping women, WikiLeaks
publishes emails hacked from Clinton campaign
chairman John Podesta
The Mercers stand by Trump, saying
“We have a country to save and there is only one
person who can save it.“
Cambridge Analytica’s main objective is “voter
disengagement” and “to persuade Democrat voters
to stay at home”
Based on user response to Facebook dark posts,
which are only visible to those being targeted,
Cambridge Analytica is able to identify which of
Trump’s messages are resonating and where, and
spots that the traditionally Democrat states of
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin
are vulnerable

By election day, Trump's bots outnumber Clinton's by five to one
They use automated accounts and colonise pro-Clinton hashtags
Trump is elected President after winning the electoral college by 80,000
votes spread across the swing states of Michigan, Pennsylvania and
Wisconsin; he loses the popular vote by 3 million
Trump appoints Steve Bannon as chief strategist; Bannon says the
Trump era will be “as exciting as the 1930s”
Trump’s plan to cut federal spending by $10,5000,000,000,000 is
drafted by the Heritage Foundation, which calls it a “Blueprint for a
New Administration”; the think-tank’s board members (which include
Rebekah Mercer), fellows and staff comprise a large part of Trump’s
transition team
Trump appoints climate change denialist Scott Pruitt as head of the
Environmental Protection Agency, climate change denialist Jeff
Sessions as Attorney General, climate change denialist Ryan Zinke as
Secretary of the Interior in charge of US public land, oil man Rick Perry
as Energy Secretary and ExxonMobil CEO Rex Tillerson as
Secretary of State
Nearly half of all Americans get their news from Facebook
The company‘s AIs “personalise” users’ newsfeeds, placing them in
precise demographic categories and making them a more valuable
proposition to sell to advertisers; a side effect of this is that people
are put into digital echo chambers
Donald Trump confirms that he will maintain his private
security force once he takes office

2016

Kellyanne Conway defends White House Press Secretary
Sean Spicer’s use of “alternative facts” after he claims
that Trump’s inauguration has drawn “the largest
audience ever to witness an inauguration, period, both in
person and around the globe”
Photos clearly show that the crowd is significantly smaller
than that for Obama’s inauguration in 2009, and also
smaller than the Women’s March
19% of Americans and 43% of Trump voters believe his
repeated lie that he won the most electoral votes
since Reagan
Within days of taking office, Trump eases Russian
sanctions
GCHQ calls an emergency summit with Britain's political
parties after warning them they are at risk of Russian
cyber-attacks disrupting the next general election
Nigel Farage visits the Ecuadorean embassy
Approached by a reporter as he leaves, Farage says he
can't remember what he has been doing in the building
Tim Berners-Lee warns that he is extremely worried about
the future of democracy, that data harvesting is being
used to “chilling effect”, that political targeting on the
basis of it is “unethical” and that the internet has been
weaponised and is being used against us

UK media outlets publish a story about an altercation
between a cyclist and a woman without taking any steps
to verify it
It turns out to have been promoted and sold by Jungle
Creations, an agency which specialises in finding and
monetising video content and says “We do not have the
resources available to do in-depth checks on every piece of
content we get sent”
The market for sponsored content - stories with headlines
like “You won’t believe what Johnny Depp looks like now”
that lead viewers to ads for dubious dietary supplements
and the like - is dominated by the agencies Outbrain,
Taboola and Revcontent
This sponsored content pays better than regular
display ads
One in every five adults in the UK is in moderate to severe
financial distress because of consumer debts accumulated
in recent years
The only other time that the household debt to income
ratio has been as high was in 2007, when the economy was
on the cusp of its deepest recession since World War II
After calling a snap general election, the Conservative
Party loses its overall majority and forms a government
with the support of the Democratic Unionist Party, at a cost
of £1,000,000,000 extra funding for Northern Ireland

2017

Between July 2009 and June 2017 the Conservative Party
has received nearly £12,000,000 from unincorporated
associations, Labour has received over £9,000,000 and the
Liberal Democrats over £5,000,000
During this time, only one registered unincorporated
association has admitted to receiving a donation of
over £7,500
In response to the Electoral Commission’s investigation into
whether Vote Leave spent more than the allowed amount on
the referendum campaign, AggregateIQ states that it has
signed a non-disclosure agreement and that it is outside
British jurisdiction
19% of U.S. millennials and 43% of older citizens
agree with the statement that “military takeover is not
legitimate in a democracy”
In Europe, the corresponding numbers are
36% for younger people and 53% for older people
25% of millennials agree with the statement that “choosing
leaders through free elections is unimportant”, compared to
14% of Baby Boomers and 10% of older Americans
In a tweet, Trump calls the news media
“the enemy of the American people”
One in five users now use software to block ads, up from
fewer than one in ten a few years previously, which means
that the sites don't get any revenue

Research by the Media Insight Project shows that Americans trust
news stories on social media according to how much they trust
the sharer rather than who produced the article - or even
whether the article is produced by a real news organisation or a
fictional one
Cambridge Analytica has been awarded contracts with the
Pentagon and the US state department
While the US government is bound by strict laws about what data
it can collect on individuals, the same does not apply to private
companies
Since 2007 Robert Mercer has given over $10,000,000 to the
Media Research Center; he has donated $45,000,000 to
different Republican political campaigns and $50,000,000 to
right-wing ultraconservative non-profit organisations
Over a million fake bot accounts flood the US Federal
Communications Commission’s open comments system calling
for the repeal of net neutrality protections
Elon Musk says “AI could start a war by doing fake news … and by
manipulating information”
Donald Trump fires Steve Bannon
Medium publishes allegations that Renaissance Technologies’
Medallion fund, with its improbable 40% returns, is a cover for
money-laundering on behalf of Vladimir Putin
Facebook changes its algorithm so that pages that share fake
news will no longer be able to run Facebook ads

2017

The Electoral Commission says that Vote Leave's payment to
student Darren Grimes to hire AggregateIQ for a targeted
BeLeave Facebook ad campaign didn’t breach electoral
guidelines, because there were “no reasonable grounds” to
believe that Vote Leave and Grimes co-ordinated their activity;
the Commission accepts the claim that AggregateIQ provided
services to Grimes/BeLeave rather than Vote Leave, even
though Vote Leave paid the money direct to AggregateIQ and
Darren Grimes worked in Vote Leave's office
The Commission continues to investigate other aspects of Vote
Leave's spending
Ahead of the German general election, the Gatestone Institute
(board member Rebekah Mercer) publishes inflammatory
content and lies stoking fears about immigrants and Muslims
and warning that Christianity is becoming “extinct”
Gatestone is chaired by John Bolton; Breitbart London editor
Raheem Kassam is listed as a “distinguished senior fellow”
Supporters of the far-right nationalist Alternative For Germany
party shout Nazi-era slogans, including “lying press”,
at campaign events
Alternative For Germany wins 13.3%
of the vote, becoming the largest opposition party
Michal Kosinski, now at Stanford University, and Yilun Wang
develop an algorithm that can guess men’s sexual orientation
from pictures of their faces with 81% accuracy and women’s with
74%; humans are 20% less accurate

Paul Horner, source of fake news stories such as that
people were paid to protest against Donald Trump, dies
According to his brother JJ, “His whole goal was basically
to encourage people to do their research and fact-check
and just read more.”
Facebook turns more than 3,000 Russian-bought ads
over to Congress
Some of the ads promote African American rights
groups, including Black Lives Matter, and others suggest
that these same groups pose a rising political threat
The vice-chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee says
"In many cases, it was more about voter suppression
rather than increasing turnout.”
Social media analyst Jonathan Albright reports that the
content of just six of the 470 Russian-bought Facebook
pages and accounts that have been made public Blacktivists, United Muslims of America, Being Patriotic,
Heart of Texas, Secured Borders and LGBT United - was
shared 340 million times
Saudi Arabia grants citizenship to a robot called Sophia
who enjoys freedoms that Saudi women do not, such as
being able to appear in public without a headscarf and
unaccompanied by a male guardian
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The Electoral Commission opens an investigation into
whether donations and loans from Arron Banks and one of
his companies broke campaign finance rules in the run-up to
the EU referendum, assessing whether Banks and his
company were the “true source” of the money
The money given by Banks to Leave.EU in the run-up to the
referendum is believed to be the biggest donation
in British political history
Robert Mercer announces that he is resigning as co-CEO
and board member of Renaissance Technologies and
selling his stake in Breitbart News to his daughters
Four days later, the Paradise Papers reveal him to be director
of eight Bermuda companies, some of which appear to have
been used to avoid tax of up to 39% on tens of millions of
dollars in investment profits amassed by the Mercer Family
Foundation and a $475,000,000 retirement fund for staff at
Renaissance Technologies
Since 2007 the Mercer Family Foundation has given
$62,000,000 to conservative research groups and
think-tanks such as the Heritage Foundation, the Federalist
Society and the Media Research Center
The Foundation is largely funded through investments in
Renaissance Technologies’ hedge funds and, since 2004,
has paid $74,017 in federal excise taxes, less than
0.2% of its investment gains

Facebook tells the Senate Intelligence Committee that 126
million Americans are likely to have seen an ad placed by the
Internet Research Agency and that around 270 million user
accounts are fake or duplicate
Twitter provides the handles of some 36,746 Russian-linked
bots which tweeted a total of 1.4 million times in the two
months before the election and estimates that the tweets were
viewed 288 million times
One of the flagged accounts, @Jenn_Abrams, has been quoted
in almost every mainstream news outlet
Google tells the Senate Intelligence Committee it has found
1,108 videos uploaded to YouTube by Russian-linked accounts,
netting 309,000 views altogether
By mid-November it is known that members of the Trump
campaign had at least 20 meetings with Russian nationals
during the election campaign
74% of Democrat voters trust the media against just 19 per cent
of Republican voters
Over 60% of respondents who identify as approving of Trump
agree with the president’s statement that the media is an
“enemy of the American people”
Politifact lists over 370 claims by Trump that it has checked and
rated on a scale running from True to False, with a special Pants
On Fire category
15 are rated as True, 123 as False and 63 as Pants on Fire

2017

The Washington County sheriff
and the city of Orlando become
customers of Rekognition,
Amazon’s new facial recognition
system
According to Amazon, the
self-styled “Earth’s most
customer-centric company”,
Rekognition can quickly scan
information it collects against
databases featuring tens of
millions of faces, identify, track and
analyse people in real time and
recognize up to 100 people in a
single image
Google Brain research scientist
Ian Goodfellow, who helped code
the first “generative adversarial
network” (GAN) – a neural network
capable of learning without
human supervision – warns that
GANs have both “imagination and
introspection”
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